4,466 KM
OF PRESTIGE
THE NEW PRESTIGE SLEEPER CLASS
ON THE CANADIAN

Linking Toronto and Vancouver, the Canadian is one of the world’s most renowned trains. Starting in 2014, those travelling
on the legendary train will get a chance to experience increased elegance and comfort thanks to the introduction of the new
Prestige Sleeper class. Travellers who choose this new class of service will enjoy all the refinement of VIA Rail’s premium class,
not to mention the grandeur of Canada’s natural splendours.
“VIA Rail’s transcontinental journey provides awesome meals
along with breathtaking scenery”
– New York Daily News

“…The magnificent unfolding landscape, wrapped in the enduring
mystique of retracing Canada’s history.”
– The Globe and Mail
Featured on Canada’s new $10 bill,
the iconic Canadian train winds its way
through the magnificent Rocky Mountains.

A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
Class and comfort – that’s what you get in the new Prestige Sleeper class
thanks to the following exclusive benefits:

• Personalized dedicated
service provided by the
Prestige Concierge

• Spacious, comfortable
and luxurious Prestige
Sleeper cabins

• All-inclusive bar service

On board the Canadian, you will also have access to the Prestige Park, Skyline and Panorama*
cars where you can meet fellow travellers, participate in numerous engaging activities,
and enjoy the superb views of Canada’s stunning landscapes.

• Priority access to the
following services:
- reservations in the dining
car, offering delicious
meals prepared on board
by our Chefs
- call centre
- checked baggage

*Between Edmonton and Vancouver, passengers have access to the Panorama car during the summer season.

THE PLEASURE IS IN THE DETAILS
PRESTIGE SLEEPER CAR

PRESTIGE SLEEPER CABIN – DAY SETUP

PRESTIGE SLEEPER CABIN – NIGHT SETUP

• The car features six high-end Prestige
Sleeper cabins offering an elegant
contemporary décor

• Modular leather L-shaped couch by day
and a Murphy bed for two by night facing
the window

• A spacious cabin – 50% larger than
our cabin for two in Sleeper Plus class

• Private bathroom with shower

• Minibar stocked with a selection
of beverages
• Electric radiant heated cabin floors
and walls that maintain a comfortable
and constant temperature

• Flat-screen TV with video selection
• A large window – 60% larger than the
window in the Sleeper Plus class cabin
for two

An unforgettable rail experience awaits you in our new Prestige Sleeper class.

PRESTIGE PARK CAR

BULLET LOUNGE

LOUNGE

All Prestige Sleeper class and Sleeper Plus class travellers have access to this car.
The Prestige Park car offers unique features that ensure an extraordinarily
enjoyable journey. Spectacular views, complimentary bar service, snacks, varied
activities such as wine tastings, and interactive talks on local history, geography
and culture are all part of the Prestige Sleeper class experience. The car contains
a Prestige Sleeper class cabin and a wheelchair accessible cabin.

PRELAUNCH OFFER
FOR TRAVEL BY APRIL 30

Be one of the first to enjoy
the ultimate experience.

The Prestige Sleeper class can only be booked on the
Canadian between the following stations in both directions:

While adding the final touches to this new class of service,
VIA is extending a special pre-launch offer to its customers.
Availability and departure dates are limited.

•
•
•
•

Offer valid for travel by April 30, 2015.
There are two ways to enjoy VIA’s new Prestige Sleeper class
at this special fare. You can upgrade your existing booking by
paying a premium, or make a new booking in Prestige Sleeper
class by contacting our call centre. As of March 6, 2015,
bookings will also be available online.

Winnipeg–Vancouver
Toronto–Winnipeg
Toronto–Jasper
Toronto–Vancouver

Official launch for travel in summer 2015
As of March 6, the Prestige Sleeper class can be booked on
all departures of the Canadian train for travel in Summer 2015.
Bookings will be available online and through our call centre
at the regular fare.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO BOOK:

Call 1 888 VIA RAIL (1 888 842-7245), TTY 1 800 268-9503 (for the hearing impaired).

